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Abstract
We give a very general completion theorem for pro-spectra. We show that, if G is a compact Lie group, M[∗] is a pro-G-
spectrum, and F is a family of (closed) subgroups of G, then the mapping pro-spectrum F(EF+,M[∗]) is the F -adic completion
of M[∗], in the sense that the map M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is the universal map into an algebraically F -adically complete pro-
spectrum. Here, F(EF+,M[∗]) denotes the pro-G-spectrum {F(EF t+,M[s])}s,t , where EF t+ runs over the finite subcomplexes
of EF+.
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1. Introduction
The relationship between the cohomology of EG and the equivariant cohomology of a point is a subtle one.
Well-known results include the Atiyah–Segal completion theorem for K-theory [3], Löffler’s completion theorem for
complex cobordism ([13], [15, XXVII]), the Segal conjecture [4] and various generalizations [1,2,16]. For a good
general discussion see [8, §§5–8]. Proofs of these results generally involve pro-groups obtained from filtrations of
infinite complexes, like EG, by their finite subcomplexes. We can view these pro-groups as obtained from associated
pro-spectra. It is then natural to ask what completion results we can obtain for pro-spectra.
In this paper we give a very general completion theorem for pro-spectra. We show that, if G is a compact Lie
group, M[∗] is a pro-G-spectrum, and F is a family of (closed) subgroups of G, then the mapping pro-spectrum
F(EF+,M[∗]) is the F -adic completion of M[∗], in the sense that the map M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is the univer-
sal map into an algebraically F -adically complete pro-spectrum. Here, F(EF+,M[∗]) denotes the pro-G-spectrum
{F(EF t+,M[s])}s,t , where EF t+ runs over the finite subcomplexes of EF+.
This is not meant to be a computational result. While the map M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is the universal map into
an F -adically complete pro-spectrum, the corresponding map of cohomology theories need not be the algebraic
completion map. The algebraic completion may not give a cohomology theory, in which case, F(EF+,M[∗]) is as
close as we can come to realizing the algebraic completion on the level of spectra.
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completion—in particular, to understand the conditions under which they are the same. To relate our results to the
classical ones above will also require an investigation of the passage from pro-spectra to spectra.
In Sections 4 and 5 we discuss the simpler case of finite group actions and prove the completion theorem, The-
orem 4.7, in that context. In Section 6 we discuss the case of compact Lie group actions and discuss the changes
necessary to prove the completion theorem, Theorem 6.4, in that context.
2. Categorical preliminaries
When defining what we mean by completion, we will have the following categorical context: Within a category
S (of pro-spectra) we will have a distinguished full subcategory C of objects we shall call complete (because their
corresponding cohomology theories are complete in an algebraic sense). A completion map is then a functor L :S → C
and a natural transformation η :A → LA that is a universal (i.e., initial) map into an object in C. Put another way, L is
a left adjoint to the inclusion C → S and η is the unit of the adjunction. By [9, 3.1.6], this is equivalent to the general
definition of localization given by Hovey, Palmieri, and Strickland (without their additional assumption related to
smash products). We shall not discuss what might distinguish a completion from other localization functors, but say
simply that we use the term here because of the nature of the objects in C.
We shall use the following technical result to recognize when we have a left adjoint to an inclusion. Likely already
known, this characterization does not appear in Mac Lane’s book [14], so we record it here.
Proposition 2.1. Let C ⊂ S be a full subcategory. Then L :S → C is a left adjoint of the inclusion i :C → S if and only
if there exists a natural transformation η : 1 → iL such that ηi : i → iLi is an isomorphism and ηiL = iLη : iL →
iLiL.
Proof. Suppose that L is left adjoint to i. Then we take η to be the unit of the adjunction. We have
C(LiA,B) ∼= S(iA, iB) ∼= C(A,B),
where the first isomorphism is the adjunction and the second is the fact that i is the inclusion of a full subcategory.
Therefore, the counit  :LiA → A is an isomorphism (this also follows from [14, 4.1.3]). Since (i) ◦ (ηi) = 1, it
follows that ηi is an isomorphism. Now, because L is left adjoint to i, the following two composites are each the
identity:
iL
ηiL−→ iLiL iL−→ iL
and
iL
iLη−→ iLiL iL−→ iL.
Since iL is an isomorphism, it follows that ηiL = iLη.
Conversely, suppose that η is as given in the theorem. Using the fact that i is the inclusion of a full subcategory,
let  :Li → 1 be the natural isomorphism such that i = (ηi)−1. We show that  is the counit and η the unit of the
desired adjunction. First, the following is the identity by the choice of :
i
ηi−→ iLi i−→ i.
Next, we want to show that the following is the identity:
L
Lη−→ LiL L−→ L.
It suffices to show that (iL) ◦ (iLη) is the identity. But,
(iL) ◦ (iLη) = (ηiL)−1 ◦ (ηiL) = 1.
Therefore, L is left adjoint to i as claimed. 
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Let GS be your favorite category of equivariant spectra and let pro-GS be the associated category of pro-G-spectra.
See [6] or [11] for more details on pro-categories. We shall write X[s] for the value of a pro-G-spectrum at the index
s and write X[∗] = {X[s]}s for the whole pro-G-spectrum. This notation will be more convenient than the usual use
of subscripts.
If X[∗] is a pro-G-spectrum and n an integer, define the pro-homotopy group πnX[∗] to be the pro-Mackey functor
given by
πnX[s](G/H) = πHn X[s].
Say that a pro-map f :X[∗] → Y [∗] is a weak equivalence if it induces a pro-isomorphism f∗ :πnX[∗] → πnY [∗] for
each n.
More generally, we can consider a unital commutative ring G-spectrum R, the category GSR of R-modules and R-
module maps, and the category pro-GSR of pro-R-modules. A weak equivalence of pro-R-modules is a pro-R-module
map that is a weak equivalence in the sense above.
Ideally, we would like to have a model structure on pro-GSR with these weak equivalences, but no such model
structure is yet known. Fausk and Isaksen [7] construct a model category that is close to what we need, but their weak
equivalences must satisfy an additional condition; the weak equivalences we construct in Proposition 5.2 do not appear
to satisfy this condition, so the Fausk–Isaksen model structure does not help us. Barring a good model structure, one
might want to know that we can localize at the weak equivalences, but we do not know how to do that, either. For our
purposes, it suffices to be able to construct the following. For the definition, let Cohom be the category of pro-Mackey
functor-valued RO(G)-graded cohomology theories on finite G-CW complexes. Let κ : pro-GSR → Cohom be the
functor that takes pro-spectra to their corresponding cohomology theories.
Definition 3.1. A pseudo-homotopy category for pro-GSR is a category h(pro-GSR) and a functor pro-GSR →
h(pro-GSR) such that
(1) every weak equivalence in pro-GSR is mapped to an isomorphism in h(pro-GSR) and
(2) κ factors through h(pro-GSR).
It follows from the second condition in the definition that pro-spectra that are isomorphic in the pseudo-homotopy
category have pro-isomorphic homotopy groups and, more generally, give pro-isomorphic cohomology theories. This
is not actually necessary for the results in this paper, but would be for any interesting applications.
Pseudo-homotopy categories always exist: The final such category is the one obtained by letting
h(pro-GSR)(X,Y ) = Cohom(κX,κY ).
Inverting weak equivalences would produce an initial one. In [5] we construct an initial pseudo-homotopy category
for sequences of towers of G-spectra, meaning functors on N × Nop, with maps being general ind-pro-maps. We
show that this leads to a pseudo-homotopy category for tow-GS, the full subcategory of pro-GS consisting of those
objects equivalent to towers (functors on Nop). In the remainder of this paper we shall assume that we have chosen
a specific pseudo-homotopy category for pro-GSR , which we denote by Ho(pro-GSR). While we work with pro-GS
throughout, the reader may substitute tow-GS freely, with restrictions as noted where necessary.
4. Completion of pro-spectra for finite group actions
In this section and the next, we assume that G is a finite group.
Definition 4.1.
(1) If M is an R-module and X is a based G-space, we write M∗G(X) for the RO(G)-graded M-cohomology of X and
we write M∗G = M∗G(S0). We write M¯∗(X) for the RO(G)-graded Mackey functor defined by M¯∗(X)(G/H) =
M∗ (X); we write M¯∗ for M¯∗(S0).H
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{M¯[s]∗(Xt )}s,t , where {Xt } is the system of finite subcomplexes of X.
(3) If M[∗] is a pro-R-module and X is a based G-CW complex, we write F(X,M[∗]) for the pro-R-module
{F(Xt ,M[s])}s,t , so that M¯[∗]∗(X) = π¯∗(F (X,M[∗])), where π¯∗ is Mackey-functor valued (stable) homotopy.
In (3), if we are working in tow-GSR , then X needs to be countable.
There is an alternative definition we could have used for the cohomology M¯∗(X) and for the mapping pro-spectrum
F(X,M[∗]): Rather than use all finite subcomplexes of X, we could have used all finite-dimensional subcomplexes
of X. This would lead to a slightly different notion of completion below, but the results of this paper would remain
true. (Behind this is the fact that there are models of EF+ with finite skeleta.) We prefer the definition in terms of
finite subcomplexes, because the cohomology of finite complexes is somewhat more tractable than the cohomology
of general finite-dimensional complexes. However, the reader is free to read the remainder of the paper with either
definition in mind.
Definition 4.2. Given an ideal J¯ ∗ in R¯∗, the algebraic J¯ ∗-adic completion of a pro-R¯∗-module A¯[∗], is the pro-R¯∗-
module
A¯[∗]∧¯
J ∗ = limt A¯[s]/(J¯
∗)t = {A¯[s]/(J¯ ∗)t}
s,t
.
(See [2].) Here, we are writing A¯[s]/(J¯ ∗)t as shorthand for A¯[s]/(J¯ ∗)t A¯[s]. We say that A¯[∗] is J¯ ∗-adically complete
if the natural map A¯[∗] → A¯[∗]∧¯
J ∗ is a pro-isomorphism. Note that quotients and hence completions of Mackey
functors are taken level-wise.
Definition 4.3. Given a pro-R-module M[∗], we say that M[∗] is J¯ ∗-adically complete if M¯[∗]∗G(X) is algebraically
J¯ ∗-adically complete for all G-CW complexes X.
Note that, if M¯[∗]∗G(X) is J¯ ∗-adically complete for all finite G-CW complexes X, then M[∗] is J¯ ∗-adically com-
plete. This follows from the definition or from the fact that inverse limits are exact in the category of pro-modules.
Definition 4.4. In the category Ho(pro-GS), pro-spectral J¯ ∗-adic completion is any left adjoint to the inclusion of
the full subcategory of J¯ ∗-adically complete pro-spectra. When it exists, we shall write M[∗] → M∧¯
J ∗ [∗] for the
pro-spectral J¯ ∗-adic completion of M[∗].
Section 2 gives a criterion for recognizing pro-spectral J¯ ∗-adic completion. When it exists, it is unique (up to weak
equivalence) and is characterized by the fact that, in the homotopy category, M[∗] → M∧¯
J ∗ [∗] is the universal map
into a J¯ ∗-adically complete pro-spectrum. There is a natural map
M¯[∗]∗G(X)∧¯J ∗ → M¯∧¯J ∗ [∗]∗G(X)
from the algebraic to the pro-spectral completion, but, since algebraic J¯ ∗-adic completion is not exact, this map is not
an isomorphism in general.
Definition 4.5. If F is a family of subgroups of G (that is, a collection closed under subconjugation), let J¯ ∗F be the
ideal in R¯∗ defined as
J¯ ∗F (G/K) =
⋂
H∈F |K
ker(R∗K → R∗H ).
Here, we write
F |K = {H | H ∈ F and H ⊂ K}.
We shall use the term F -adic for J¯ ∗F -adic, hence speak of F -adically complete pro-G-spectra, and so on. We shall
also use M∧ to denote J¯ ∗ -adic completion.F F
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claim for both finite and infinite groups.
Proposition 4.6. If G is any compact Lie group, then J¯ ∗F is a sub-Mackey functor and an ideal in R¯∗.
Proof. We could give a more elementary proof when G is finite, but the following seems to be necessary in the general
case.
Rewrite the definition of J¯ ∗F as
J¯ ∗F (G/K) =
⋂
H∈F |K
ker
(
R∗G(G/K+) → R∗G(G/H+)
)
.
To show that J¯ ∗F is a sub-Mackey functor of R¯∗, consider any other orbit G/L and any stable G-map α :G/L+ →
G/K+. If x ∈ J¯ ∗F (G/K), we wish to show that α∗(x) ∈ J¯ ∗F (G/L). So, for H ∈ F |L, we wish to show that
rLH (α
∗(x)) = 0, where rLH :R∗G(G/L+) → R∗G(G/H+) is the restriction from L to H . Now, this is the image of x
under the map induced by a stable map G/H+ → G/K+. By [12, 9.4], the group of stable maps G/H+ → G/K+
is isomorphic to the free abelian group on equivalence classes of diagrams of (unstable) G-maps of the form
G/H ← G/I → G/K , with such a diagram corresponding to the transfer from G/H to G/I followed by the pro-
jection from G/I to G/K . In any such diagram we may assume that I K and then I is subconjugate to H , hence
I ∈ F |K because H ∈ F and F is a family. It follows that the image of x under any such map is 0 because rKI (x) = 0.
It then follows that rLH (α
∗(x)) = 0, hence that α∗(x) ∈ J¯ ∗F (G/L).
To show that J¯ ∗F is an ideal in R¯∗, it suffices to show that the pairing R∗G(G/K+)⊗ J¯ ∗F (G/K) → R∗G(G/K+) has
its image in J¯ ∗F (G/K). But, this is an easy naturality argument. 
Theorem 4.7. If F is a family of subgroups of G, then pro-spectral F -adic completion exists and is given by
M[∗] → F (EF+,M[∗]
)
.
5. Proof of Theorem 4.7
We prove Theorem 4.7 by verifying the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1. In that proposition, we take S =
Ho(pro-GS), C the full subcategory of F -adically complete pro-spectra, LM[∗] = F(EF+,M[∗]), and η :M[∗] →
F(EF+,M[∗]) the map induced by the projection EF → ∗.
Proposition 5.1. F(EF+,M[∗]) is F -adically complete for any pro-G-spectrum M[∗].
Proof. Recall that a based F -CW complex is a based G-CW complex all of whose cells other than the basepoint have
the form G/H ×Dn where H ∈ F . For example, EF+ is a based F -CW complex.
It suffices to show that, if X is an n-dimensional based F -CW complex, then
(J¯ ∗F )t M¯∗[s](X) = 0
for some t depending only on n. Evaluated at an orbit G/K , this amounts to checking that
(
J¯ ∗F (G/K)
)t
M∗K [s](X) = 0
for some t , not depending on K . However, in the eyes of K , X is an n-dimensional F |K-CW complex. Hence, taking
t = n+ 1, and using induction on the dimension, the claim follows. 
This shows that M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is, indeed, a functor from S to C.
Proposition 5.2. If M[∗] is F -adically complete, then η :M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We shall prove the result by induction on the subgroups of G. The case G = e is trivial to check. Hence we
shall assume the result is true H -equivariantly for all proper subgroups H of G.
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subgroups H such that VH = 0. In this case, we can take
EF (V ) = colim
r
S(rV )
where S(rV ) is the unit sphere in the direct sum of r copies of V . If we take
S∞V = colim
r
SrV
we have the following long exact sequence of pro-groups:
· · · → M[∗]qG
(
S∞V
)→ M[∗]qG
(
S0
)→ M[∗]qG(EF+) → M[∗]q+1G
(
S∞V
)→ ·· · .
It suffices, therefore, to show that M[∗]∗G(S∞V ) = 0. Now, by assumption, M[∗]∗G(S∞V ) is J ∗F -adically complete, so
we have a pro-isomorphism
M[∗]∗G
(
S∞V
)∼= {M[s]∗G
(
SrV
)
/(J ∗F )t
}
r,s,t
.
Let eV ∈ RVG be the image of the unit under the map R0G ∼= RVG(SV ) → RVG(S0) = RVG induced by the inclusion of S0
in SV . Then, by the definition of F , eV ∈ J ∗F . Further, the structure map M[s]∗G(S(r+1)V ) → M[s]∗G(SrV ) is given by
multiplication by eV , as shown by the following commutative diagram:
M[s]qG(S(r+1)V )
∼=
M[s]qG(SrV )
∼=
M[s]q−(r+1)VG ·eV M[s]q−rVG
It follows that the map M[s]qG(S(r+t)V )/(J ∗F )t → M[s]qG(SrV )/(J ∗F )t is 0, hence that M[∗]qG(S∞V ) is (pro-
isomorphic to) 0.
Case 2: Let V1, V2, . . . , Vk be a finite collection of representations of G. Let F (V1, . . . , Vk) = F (V1)∩· · ·∩F (Vk).
Then
EF (V1, . . . , Vk) = EF (V1)× · · · ×EF (Vk).
Note that, if a module is complete with respect to an ideal, then it is complete with respect to all smaller ideals. If
M[∗] is F (V1, . . . , Vk)-adically complete, then Case 1 shows that
η :F
(
EF (V1, . . . , Vk−1)+,M[∗]
)→ F (EF (V1, . . . , Vk−1)+,F
(
EF (Vk)+,M[∗]
))
= F (EF (V1, . . . , Vk)+,M[∗]
)
is a weak equivalence. By induction on k, it follows that
M[∗] → F (EF (V1, . . . , Vk)+,M[∗]
)
is a weak equivalence.
Case 3: We now consider a general family F . We first show that there exist representations V1, . . . , Vk such that
F ⊂ F (V1, . . . , Vk) and F (V1, . . . , Vk)−F contains no normal subgroup of G. Let W be the regular representation
of G and let H1, . . . , Hk be the normal subgroups of G that are not in F . For each i let Vi = W −WHi , the orthogonal
complement of WHi in W . If K ∈ F , then K does not contain Hi because Hi /∈ F . It follows that VKi = 0. Hence,
F ⊂ F (V1, . . . , Vk). Further, Hi /∈ F (V1, . . . , Vk) for all i, hence F (V1, . . . , Vk) − F contains no normal subgroup
of G.
Now choose a sequence of adjacent families
F = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F = F (V1, . . . , Vk),
with Fi − Fi−1 = (Ki). Note that, since we are assuming that M[∗] is F -adically complete, it follows that it is also
Fi -adically complete for all i. Therefore, by Case 2, it suffices to show that
F
(
(EFi )+,M[∗]
)→ F ((EFi−1)+,M[∗]
)
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M[∗]∗G
(
E(Fi ,Fi−1)
)∼= 0
(as pro-groups), where E(Fi ,Fi−1) denotes the cofiber of EFi−1 → EFi . We claim that
E(Fi ,Fi−1)  G×NKi E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi)
where Ei = Fi−1|NKi ∪ {Ki}. This G-homotopy equivalence follows on examining the fixed sets, from the fact that
these classifying spaces are characterized by their fixed sets. Therefore,
M[∗]∗G
(
E(Fi ,Fi−1)
)∼= M[∗]∗NKi
(
E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi)
)
.
Now, since M[∗] is F -adically complete, it follows that M[∗]|NKi is F |NKi -adically complete. (From the defini-
tion, it is easy to see that J¯ ∗F |N = J¯ ∗F |N for any subgroup N . All steps in F -adic completion are therefore compatible
with passage to subgroups.) By induction on subgroups, since NKi = G, we have that
M[∗]∗NKi
(
E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi)
)= 0,
hence our result. 
Proof of Theorem 4.7. In the language of Proposition 2.1, the two preceding results show that we have a functor L
and a natural transformation η such that ηi is an isomorphism. It remains to show that ηiL = iLη. But, this follows
from the fact that the two projections EF ×EF → EF are G-homotopic. 
6. Compact Lie groups
In this section G will be a compact Lie group. Before we give the analogue of Theorem 4.7 for such groups, we
need the following definition.
Definition 6.1. A family of subgroups F is finitely generated if there exist subgroups H1, H2, . . . , Hr of G such that
F = 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉 =
{
J G | (J ) (Hi) for some 1 i  r
}
.
Proposition 6.2. If F is a finitely generated family, then so is F |K for every subgroup K of G.
Proof. Suppose F = 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉. Let
X =
∐
i
G/Hi.
Then F = {J G | XJ = ∅}. Similarly,
F |K = {J K | XJ = ∅}.
On the other hand, since each G/Hi is a compact K-manifold, X is a finite K-CW complex, so has only finitely many
isotropy types [10]. If we call these isotropy types (L1), (L2), . . . , (Ls), then
F |K = 〈L1, . . . ,Ls〉. 
We carry over all of the definitions from Section 4 without change except that we redefine F -adic completeness as
follows.
Definition 6.3. Let F be a family of subgroups of G and let M[∗] be a pro-R-module. We say that M[∗] is F -adically
complete if there exists a collection of finitely generated subfamilies Fi of F whose union is F , and a system of pro-
R-modules Mi[∗] such that each Mi is Fi -adically complete in the sense of Definition 4.5 and
M[∗] ∼= lim
i
Mi[∗].
Here, we mean the limit in the category of pro-G-spectra.
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Theorem 6.4. If F is a family of subgroups of G, then pro-spectral F -adic completion exists and is given by
M[∗] → F (EF+,M[∗]
)
.
We follow the same strategy of proof used in Section 5, with necessary elaborations.
Proposition 6.5. F(EF+,M[∗]) is F -adically complete (in the sense of Definition 6.3) for any pro-G-spectrum
M[∗].
Proof. We first show that F(EF+,M[∗]) is F -adically complete in the sense of Definition 4.5. For this, it suffices to
show that, if X is an n-dimensional based F -CW complex, then
(J¯ ∗F )t M¯∗[s](X) = 0
for some t depending only on n. Evaluated at an orbit G/K , this amounts to checking that
(
J¯ ∗F (G/K)
)t
M∗K(X) = 0
for some t , not depending on K . However, in the eyes of K , X is a finite-dimensional F |K-CW complex with
dimension at most n + dimG. Hence, taking t = n + dimG + 1, and using induction on the dimension, the claim
follows.
Now, to establish the completeness in the sense of Definition 6.3, write F =⋃i Fi where each Fi is finitely
generated, so EF = colimi EFi and
F
(
EF+,M[∗]
)= lim
i
F
(
(EFi )+,M[∗]
)
.
By the first part of the proof, each F((EFi )+,M[∗]) is Fi -complete in the sense of Definition 4.5, hence
F(EF+,M[∗]) is F -complete in the sense of Definition 6.3. 
We now need to examine finitely generated families a little more closely.
Definition 6.6. A collection C of (closed) subgroups of G is a weak family if it satisfies the following three conditions:
1. C is closed under conjugacy.
2. C is closed under finite intersections.
3. C is closed under passage to subgroups of the same dimension. I.e., if H ∈ C and K ⊂ H has the same dimension
as H , then K ∈ C.
Lemma 6.7. Given a finite collection H1, . . . , Hr of subgroups of G, there is a weak family C with only finitely many
conjugacy classes, containing the Hi ’s and contained in 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉.
Proof. We construct C in stages. We use the fact that G/H ×G/K , being a compact manifold, has only finitely many
isotropy types [10], hence that elements of (H) and (K) intersect in at most finitely many different conjugacy classes.
Let d = dimG. Let Cd consist of all conjugacy classes (Hs) with dimHs = d , and the conjugacy classes of all
subgroups of these of dimension d . Cd contains only finitely many conjugacy classes, contains those Hs of dimension
d , and is contained in 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉. Cd also contains all d-dimensional intersections of finitely many of its elements.
Now suppose Ci constructed for some 0 < i  d , so that Ci contains only finitely many conjugacy classes, contains
those Hs of dimension i or larger, contains all i- or larger-dimensional intersections of finitely many of its elements,
and is contained in 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉. We construct Ci−1 as follows: Add to Ci all conjugacy classes (Hs) with dimHs =
i−1, all isotropy groups of dimension i−1 occurring in the products G/H ×G/K , where H and K are in Ci , and all
subgroups of dimension i − 1 of these (i − 1)-dimensional groups. Then Ci−1 contains only finitely many conjugacy
classes, contains those Hs of dimension i − 1 or larger, contains all (i − 1)- or larger-dimensional intersections of
finitely many of its elements, and is contained in 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉.
Finally, C = C0 is the desired weak family. 
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isotropy types.
Proof. If the isotropy types of X are (H1), . . . , (Hr), then the isotropy types of
∐
k1 X
k are contained in the weak
family given in the preceding lemma. 
Corollary 6.9. If F is finitely generated, let C be a weak subfamily containing only finitely many conjugacy classes
and generating F . Then there is a model for EF all of whose isotropy groups are in C.
Proof. Let H1, . . . , Hr be a finite collection of generators of F contained in C. (For example, take one representative
of each conjugacy class in C.) Let X =∐s G/Hs . As a model for EF we can take the infinite join of X with itself,
which is the geometric realization of the simplicial G-space X∗ whose nth space is
X∗n = map
({0,1, . . . , n},X)= Xn+1.
To see this, we note that (X∗)H = (XH )∗, which is simplicially contractible if X is nonempty, and empty otherwise.
That the isotropy groups of EF lie in C now follows from the preceding corollary. 
Proposition 6.10. If F is finitely generated and M[∗] is F -adically complete, then η :M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is a
weak equivalence.
Proof. The proposition follows for F of the form F (V1, . . . , Vk) by exactly the same argument as in the proof of
Proposition 5.2.
Now consider a general finitely generated family F . We first show that there exist representations V1, . . . , Vk such
that F ⊂ F (V1, . . . , Vk) and F (V1, . . . , Vk) − F contains no normal subgroup of G. Let F = 〈H1, . . . ,Hr 〉 and
choose a finite-dimensional representation W of G such that each G/Hi embeds in W . The collection
{
W −WK | K is normal and K /∈ F }
then contains only finitely many subrepresentations: Since W is finite-dimensional the collection must contain only
finitely many isomorphism classes of subrepresentations. However, if W − WK1 ∼= W − WK2 , then WK1 ∼= WK2
and it follows that WK1 = WK2 , hence that W − WK1 = W − WK2 . Call these subrepresentations V1, . . . , Vk . It
now follows exactly as in the finite group case that F ⊂ F (V1, . . . , Vk) and F (V1, . . . , Vk) − F contains no normal
subgroup of G.
Now choose a weak family C ⊂ F (V1, . . . , Vk) with only finitely many conjugacy classes, generating F (V1, . . . , Vk)
and containing a generating set for F as well. Choose a sequence of weak families
C0 ⊂ C1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ C ⊂ C
where C0 generates F and where Ci − Ci−1 = (Ki), with Ki maximal in Ci . We can do this because, if we remove
a maximal conjugacy class from a weak family, what remains is again a weak family. Let Fi be the family generated
by Ci ; since M[∗] is F -adically complete, it is also Fi -adically complete for each i. As in the finite case, it suffices
to show that M[∗]∗G(E(Fi ,Fi−1)) ∼= 0. Note that, by the proof of Corollary 6.9, we have a model for EFi containing
a model for EFi−1, where EFi has isotropy in Ci , EFi−1 has isotropy in Ci−1, and the quotient EFi/EFi−1 is a
model for E(Fi ,Fi−1) with isotropy (Ki) away from the basepoint.
Now consider
Ci−1|NKi = {H ∩NKi | H ∈ Ci−1}.
Since G/H × G/NKi has only finitely many isotropy types for each H , it follows that Ci−1|NKi has only finitely
many conjugacy classes. It’s also clear that Ci−1|NKi is a weak family. Let
Di = Ci−1|NKi ∪ {Ki}.
If H ∩NKi is an element of Ci−1|NKi , then (H ∩NKi)∩Ki = (H ∩Ki)∩NKi . Now, if H ∩Ki = Ki , then H ∩Ki
is not a conjugate of Ki , so is in Ci−1, hence (H ∩Ki)∩NKi ∈ Ci−1|NKi . It follows that Di is a weak family.
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Again by the proof of Corollary 6.9, we have a model for the NKi -space E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi) with isotropy Ki away
from the basepoint. It follows that, like E(Fi ,Fi−1), the G-space G+ ∧NKi E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi) has isotropy (Ki) away
from the basepoint. Further, the inclusion Ei ⊂ Fi |NKi gives an NKi -map
E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi) → E(Fi ,Fi−1)|NKi = E(Fi |NKi,Fi−1|NKi),
which gives rise to a G-map
G+ ∧NKi E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi) → E(Fi ,Fi−1).
Since both spaces are G-CW complexes with isotropy (Ki) away from the basepoint, to show that this map is a G-
homotopy equivalence it suffices to check that it is a homotopy equivalence on Ki -fixed sets. But this follows just as
in the finite case.
Now we have that
M[∗]∗G
(
E(Fi ,Fi−1)
)∼= M[∗]∗NKi
(
E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi)
)
.
Since M[∗] is F -adically complete, it follows (as at the end of the proof of Proposition 5.2) that M[∗]|NKi is
F |NKi -adically complete. By induction on subgroups, since NKi = G, we have that
M[∗]∗NKi
(
E(Ei ,Fi−1|NKi)
)= 0,
hence our result. 
Corollary 6.11. If F is any family and M[∗] is F -adically complete, then η :M[∗] → F(EF+,M[∗]) is a weak
equivalence.
Proof. Let M[∗] = limi Mi[∗] where each Mi[∗] is Fi -adically complete, as in Definition 6.3. Then
M¯[∗]∗G(EF+) ∼= lim
i
M¯i[∗]∗G(EF+)
∼= lim
i
lim
j
M¯i[∗]∗G
(
(EFj )+
)
∼= lim
i
M¯i[∗]∗G
(
(EFi )+
)
∼= lim
i
M¯i[∗]∗G by the preceding proposition
∼= M¯[∗]∗G 
Theorem 6.4 now follows, as in the finite case.
We can also compare Definitions 4.5 and 6.3 in the case where F is not finitely generated.
Corollary 6.12. If M[∗] is F -adically complete in the sense of Definition 6.3, then it is also F -adically complete in
the sense of Definition 4.5.
Proof. By Corollary 6.11, M[∗] is weakly equivalent to F(EF+,M[∗]), which is F -adically complete in the sense
of Definition 4.5 by the first part of the proof of Proposition 6.5. 
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